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Clerk James M. Hivner
Tennessee Appellate Courts
100 Supreme Court Building
401 7th Avenue North
Nashville, TN 37219-1407
Re:
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Rec'd By
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Proposed Changes to Lawyer Advertisirw, Rules: No. ADM 2020-01505

Dear Mr. Elivner and Members of the Tennessee Supreme Court,
I have previously voiced my objections to the proposed change to Tennessee Supreme Court Rule
8 and RPC's 7.1-7.6 pertaining to my continuing disdain for "deceptive" lawyer advertising as it exists in
Tennessee in a letter dated January 6, 2021 (See enclosed). As further support of my contention that
the existence of this authorized practice I am enclosing two examples which I respectfully submit
demonstrates the distasteful(and in my limited view unethical) practices that exist in our State.
Exhibit one is a solicitation by an oncology medical practice in Chattanooga that provides a
creative method of circumventing the Rule pertaining to the possible splitting of fees with nonlawyers which may be permissible under the proposed Rule change with a Washington, D.C., law
firm soliciting Roundup cases.
Exhibit two is an article in the Daily Memphian newspaper dated May 9,2021, of a billboard
with the caption,"Let Us Be Your Voice" and an accompanying photo of a lawyer and gesture which
I will leave to the Tennessee Supreme Court for interpretation.
Ironically, the main context of the article pertains to the personal injury solicitation war
between the big spenders who pay out millions of dollars in the lucrative area of the law that exists
to get the case based on slick ads and possibly -deceptive," exaggerated or misrepresentations to the
American and Tennessee public.
Whether this rule change and its predecessors contribute favorably to the image of the legal
profession is probably beyond the comprehension of this veteran of fifty-five years as a trial lawyer.
Sincerely yours,
SUMM

S, RUFOLO & RODGERS,P.C.

By:

LAA,

JHS/cnw
Tele (423) 265-2385 • Fax (423) 266-5211 • www.summersfirm.com
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Clerk James M. Hivncr
Tennessee Appcllate Courts
100 Supreme Court Building
401 7th Avenue North
Nashv i I le, TN 37219-1407
Re:

Proposed Changcs to Lawyer Advertising Rules; No. ADM 2020-01505

Dear Mr. Hivner and Members of the Tennessee Supreme Court.
By way of introduction I am a seventy-nine-year-old member of the Tenncssec bar since 1966
with a trial practice representing plaintiffs primarily in personal injury cases,defendants in criminal cases,
and labor unions. 1 have also served as an assistant district attorney, municipal court judge, and finalist
for a federal judgeship appointment.
Although l do not believe that the original intent in the decision of Bates v. State Bar of Arizona
in 1977 has been followed in the field oflawyer advcrtising, I am not writing to advocatc the elimination
or that plague upon the public, legal profession, and judiciary. That horsc has left the barn jumped the
fence and is gone out of reach.
1 do continue my opposition and distaste for"deceptive advertisine as depicted in thc blog 1 wrote
from 2017-2020 titled www.truthinIatvivradvertisiqg.com. The articles included in the blog state thc
objections to what myself and other individuals have with.deceptive lawyer advertising.
Rather than expand the rules on the subjcct I respectfully suggest and would hope that the
Tennessee Supreme Court would re-address the contents of a proposed plan around 2012 that was
submitted for some consideration to tighten rathcr than loosen the regulations on lawyer advertising. The
beneficiaries of lawycr advertising for the most part arc a fcw law firms that spend large amounts of
money overstating their credentials, accomplishments, and records in all forms or the media that do not
benefit the public or the legal profession.
I spcak only for myself individually and not on behalf ofany organization that I have been or are
a member in my fifty-four years of law practicc.
Sincerely yours,
SUMMERS,RUFOLO & RODGERS,P.C.

By:

JHS/cnw
Tek (423)265-2385• Fax (423) 266-5211 • www.summersfirm.cnm
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MEDICAL ONCOLOGY/
HEMATOLOGY
DEREK HOLLAND, M.D.

08/24/2020

Dear Patient and Family,
l wanted to reach out to info
rm you that a link has been suggeste
d between non- Hodgkin's
lymphoma and the weed-killer
Roundup. lf you have been exposed
to Roundup, you may be
eligible to receive monetary
damages. Tennessee Oncology has part
nered with the legal
services company MedLegal to
identify patients who may be eligible. Tenn
essee Oncology
has not and will not release your
contact information to MedLegal. it will
be
necessary for
you to contact them directly at
855- 533-HOPE (855-533-4673). They
are sensitive to the
personal nature of the call and
commit to keeping the discussion brief
and asking only those
questions necessary to review
your treatment and eligibility. Please
note, there is a time
limit for entering into the sett
lement claims process for eligible pati
ents. Please mention the
reference number above when
calling.
Neither Tennessee Oncology nor
l will receive financial compensation for
this interaction.
MedLegal does financial support to
a Charitable Foundation that assists
Tenn
essee Oncology
patients who have financial needs relat
ed to their illness.
Thank you for allowing me to provide
for your healthcare needs.
Sincerely,

.141/ger
DEREK HOLLAND, M.D.

2200 East Third St., Suitc 100 Chatt
-wra-

• • -7"--

anooga, TN 37404 l Phone: 423-6482388 l Fax. 423-641i-2300
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Personal injury law:A competitive
game played out on TV
By Don Wade, Daily Memphian

Published: May 09, 2021 4:00 AM CT

"That might be the biggest player in town — illegal solicitation," said Henry Reaves of the Reaves law firm. End of the day, it hurts
clients, and it hurts the profession. It's definitely got an underbelly."(Patrick Lantrip/Daily Memphian)

ttps://dailymemphian.com/subscriber/section/metro/article/21628/memphis-personal-injury-lawyers-trotz-reaves-montesi-morgan
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Some of them have names you know,
ComingMonday:He's
one ofthe most
recognizable names in
town.

and television commercials and
billboards you have seen — perhaps
over and over.

Corey B. Trotz smiling and telling you it's time to "Lawyer UP!"
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A billboard promotes the Reaves Law Firm.(Mark Weber/The Daily Memphian)

Henry Reaves with his fist in the air, declaring:"Let Us Be Your Voice."
And Mike "It's EASY with Montesi!"
But they are hardly the only players in the local personal injury lawyer game.
Yes, they spend millions of dollars on marketing, and they will tell you they
have to in order to compete against one another — and also with national
presence Morgan & Morgan and its droll tagline:"For the People."
Opinion: Derek Chauvin trial is must-see TV thanks to legendary Memphis
lawyer

In fact, beyond this cast of characters with varying degrees of market celebrity
are a slew of"bad actors," as Trotz calls them, engaging in illegal solicitation.
Some have put down roots in Memphis while others swoop in when learning
https://dailymemphian.com/subscriber/section/metro/article/21628/memphis-pers

onal-injury-lawyers-trotz-reaves-montesi-morgan
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of a potential multimillion-dollar case, such as a truck or bus accident with
fatalities.
"With certain players in this field, it's a dirty business," said Howard Manis,
managing partner of the local branch of The Cochran Firm on South Main.
"One of the worst-kept secrets is that anyone that has a wreck in Shelby
County, you're gonna get 60 calls," said Reaves, who has been in the personal
injury law business for a decade.
"They'll promise you a loan, a car, the moon and the stars."

Biggest player makes its own rules
Many of those promises break the law.
Multiple attorneys, including some who practice criminal law locally,
confirmed to The Daily Memphian that the Tennessee Bureau of
Investigation has been looking into a pattern of illegal solicitation in Shelby
County by, and on behalf of, personal injury lawyers.
That TBI investigation is at least partly focused on the actions of former
Shelby County Assistant District Attorney Glenda Adams, who was
terminated last fall by District Attorney General Amy Weirich after allegedly
misusing confidential information.
Specifically, multiple attorneys said, the TM'investigation includes trying to
determine if Adams was accessing police reports from accidents and selling
that information to personal injury lawyers, chiropractors and physical
therapy clinics, among others.
Weirich recused her office from any investigation and potential
prosecution, and the Tennessee District Attorneys General Conference
appointed Gen. Bryant Dunaway to handle the "active and ongoing
investigation."
That investigation could be wrapped up as soon as this month.
"It's a big piece of the market in Memphis," Reaves said."That might be the

Amy Wierich

biggest player in town — illegal solicitation.

Itps://dailymemphian.com/subscriber/section/metro/article/21628/memphis-personal-injury-lawyers-trotz-reaves-montesi-morgan
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"End ofthe day, it hurts clients, and it hurts the profession. It's definitely got
an underbelly."

Free(lawyer)speech
Decades ago,the prevailing thought was that legislation allowing lawyers to
advertise would pose the greatest threat to the profession.
And to be sure, there are personal injury lawyers not only upset by the illegal
solicitation in the market, but the vast amounts of money some competitors
spend on advertising, especially when some ofthe ads"make you cringe,"
Manis said.
Lundy Daniel started his law firm here in 1968.Today,his son Ben Daniel
and his wife Elizabeth are co-owners of Daniel Law Firm.
"He was old school and he taught me to be against(advertising your
services)," Ben said of his father."My personal opinion is it is not
professional. But my opinion doesn't carry a lot of weight.
Weirich fires longtime Shelby County assistant prosecutor Glenda Adams

"It obviously works."
Until the late 1970s,however, advertising wasn't even an option.In 1977,the
United States Supreme Court,in Bates v. State Bar of Arizona, ruled that bans
on lawyer advertising were impermissible on the grounds that such
advertising was conimercial speech entitled to protection under the First and
Fourteenth Amendments.
The ban probably lasted as long as it did because "the concern was it would be
taking advantage ofless sophisticated clients," said Steve Mulroy,a professor
at the University of Memphis Cecil C.Humphreys School ofLaw and a board
member ofthe Memphis Bar Association.
That said, Mulroy believes the Arizona attorneys who sued to advertise were
in the right.
"To the extent it encourages us to be a more litigious society and encourages

https://dallymemphian.com/subscriber/section/metro/article/21628/memphis-personal-injury-lawyers-trotz-reaves-montesi-morgan
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frivolous lawsuits, that's a bad thing," Mulroy said."On the other hand,I don't
have the same distaste for it the way many people do.
"There is the cliche of the ambulance chaser, but(personal injury lawyers)
represent the little guy that doesn't get representation otherwise.
"I don't see people looking down on the lawyers who represent the insurance
companies that keep the little guy from getting compensated."

Who you gonna call?
James Curry, 55,is personal injury lawyer affiliated with the Daniels Firm. He
does not do any television or billboard advertising.
But right after law school, he was selling Yellow Pages ads to personal injury
lawyers as he tried to gain solid financial footing.

"We've heard of folks appearing at the accident scene," said Corey B. Trotz of Nahon,Saharovich &
Trotz."They're finding people at their rnost vulnerable. And they may offer money and lawyers can't
loan money. That's illegal."(Patrick Lantrip/Daily Memphian)

"Great sales job," Curry said."No business wanted to be left out of the Yellow
Pages."

ttps://dailymemphian.com/subscriber/section/metro/article/21628/memphis-personal-injury-lawyers-trotz-reaves-montesi-morgan
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Yes,it was a different era.
As part ofthe Supreme Court's ruling in Bates v. State Bar of Arizona,the
majority opinion stated that disallowing lawyer advertising serves to "inhibit
the free flow ofinformation and keep the public in ignorance."
In other words, not everyone in the general public has the same and equal
access to representation.
Mulroy says there can be a socio-economic divide, and Reaves notes there is a
racial divide that heavily influences marketing budgets.
"A lot of ads,in whatever city, are directed at African Americans," he said.
"Probably 99% of advertising goes toward African Americans.They tend to be
more litigious."
And there is good reason, based on Reaves'experience:"If you live in
Whitehaven and get in the same exact accident as someone in Germantown,
the insurance company is going to offer you less. They have to get an attorney
to get a fair amount?'
The task offinding an attorney also can be tougher.
"If you're making $75,000 to $100,000 a year, you have a lawyer in your
network,"Reaves said."Somebody you met through your child's school, at
your church or plays golf with you. You can get a personal referral.
"People that don't have that kind of network,they're gonna call offTV:"'

The cost of doing business
While Mulroy does not find many of the personal injury ads to be done in
good taste, he adds:"I don't see anything in the ads that I would consider
deceptive or misleading."
Personal injury attorney James Curry says some of the ads"make you roll your
eyes," but he also takes up for two ofthe biggest advertisers in the market.
"I have friends who work at these firms and they're ... good lawyers," Curry
said."Corey B. Trotz(Nahon,Saharovich & Trotz), that's an excellent firm.
Gatti, Keltner, Bienvenu & Montesi,they're great lawyers?'
https://dailymemphian.com/subscriberisectionimetro/artIcle/21628/memphis-personal-injury-lawyers
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others
and remembers when Trotz and
Henry Reaves,40,grew up here
advertising on TV.
just getting started with

were

uponf
at that time it was looked down
"They were like pioneers because
acceptable."
Reaves said."It wasn't socially
be
a million dollars(annually)to
Now,Reaves says he spends"north of
in my market with TV
competitive," adding:"And rm probably fifth
advertising?'
Trotz says their firm spends in the millions each
than a half-dozen offices in the region.

year, noting they have more

When Trotz started advertising on TV about 25 years ago,he says,"There was
a stigma attached.I did think it through. But to me,it's about providing good
quality legal services and getting clients in an ethical manner."
Trotz's ads have turned him into everything from a mountain climber to a
football player, to a race car driver, to a man lost in the woods.
"We take what we do seriously," he says more than once during the course of
an interview,"but we don't take ourselves seriously."
Some commercials, Reaves says,go too far.
"Were helping people at, arguably,one ofthe lowest points oftheir
said."I can't get on board with Car Wreck Cowboy(the logo is a
and kerchief)or dancing bears. Somebody's wife got hit by

lives," he

cowboy hat

an 18-wheeler and

is now a quadriplegic, and they have five kids and

you bring out dancing

bears? That shows how you feel about your target

market."

For his part, Reaves has done several

commercials that feel more like PSAs —
for example, talking about staying safe
during the pandemic — and he also
has spots that highlight the women in
his firm and what they've
accomplished.
He says because of the cost and

necessity of advertising, it's difficult to get
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established as a personal injury attorney. The cases themselves also present
challenges.

"You have to front money to build cases up," said Henry Reaves of the Reaves law firm. "lf l have a
case for $1 million, l have to put $100,000 into it." (Patrick Lantrip/Daily Memphian)

"A case can be worth $100,000 or a million, depending how you approach it,"
said Manis of The Cochran Firm, which 16 years after founder Johnnie
Cochran Jr.'s death still makes liberal use of his name and likeness in its
advertisements.
"Our firm isn't afraid to write a check to get an expert to make it worth a
million instead of$100,000."
Manis also says "Tennessee presents some difficulties. First, there's a one-year
statute oflimitations and,second, you've got a cap on damages.
Compensatory is capped at $750,000."
Said Reaves:"You have to front money to build cases up. If I have a case for $1
million, I have to put $100,000 into it. Another economic aspect is you have
to wait for your money. Even if it's a million-dollar case, it's still a two- or
three-year wait."
Curry only "runs up against the cap every couple of years," but added""It's a
tough climate with COVID. Basically, no jury trials in 2020 and no trials (yet)

https://dailymemphian.com/subscriber/section/metro/article/21628/memPhis-personal-injury-lawyers-trotz-reaves-montesi-morgan
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in 2021. The insurance companies know they can offer lower settlements
because they know it will be a year, year and a half, before we can get a trial in
front of a jury.
"When I first started, settlements were better," Curry continued."Now,there's
the theory that firms that are advertising are getting a high volume of cases
and can't take all the cases to trial, and so you're settling and taking a lesser
amount."

Claiming victory
No matter to what degree firms advertise, none seem shy about using their
websites to boast of their biggest triumphs.
From the Daniel Law Firm site:"Wrongful death trucking wreck settled
without a trial — $2,850,000."
At Gatti, Keltner, Bienvenu & Montesi, there is an image of a hand holding a
bag of cash next to the words,"Over $500 million recovered."
Sanford: Judge Harry Wellford left a legacy of leadership in politics and the
law

A billboard promotes attorney Sadat Montgomery,the Car Wreck Cowboy.(Mark
Weber/The Daily
Memphian)

ttps://dailymemphian.com/subscriber/section/metro/article/21628
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At Carwreckcowboy.com,a $1.7 million brain injury case settlement is noted,
along with the $680,000 in fees and $1,000 in expenses.
At Nahon,Saharovich & Trotz,the firm's site lists its media mentions,
including The New York Times,CNN,PBS,ABC's"Good Morning America
and Court TV,among others.
Reaves says Morgan & Morgan, as the world's largest personal injury law firm,
is the "big fooe presence here("Size Matters," as their ads proclaim), but he
doesn't mind.
"I appreciate having them in the market because it pushes me," he said."He
(founder John Morgan)is one ofthe great marketers ofour time,and he's not
gonna get credit for that."
As for his own marketing plan, Reaves says another police shooting inspired
the fist-in-the-air pose that now accompanies the "Let Us Be Your Voice tag
line.
He also figures that despite the big initial outlay to compete with the other
personal injury firms that advertise, he has an edge that they do not.
"I stand out in a city like Memphis,"said Reaves,who is Black."I don't look
like Corey B. Trotz or anyone else.
"rm going to have a built-in advantage there."

lf it walks like a duck ...
On the other side of things, Reaves and Manis both say any personal injury
lawyers doing really-well,in a short time frame without advertising, raises
questions.
"Multiple people already have been identified as using information to illegally
solicit personal injury cases," Manis said."I interviewed somebody for a
position in our office, and when he or she told me the size of the practice and
the amount ofthe business,I knew there was only one way they generated
that amount ofbusiness in that amount of time.

https://dailymemphian.com/subscriber/section/metro/article/21628/memphis-personal-injury-lawyers-trotz-reaves-montesi-morgan
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(CCU We've had cases taken right
outfrom under us. You've got to
lock down a case or somebody will
steal itfrom you."
Howard Monis
The Cochran Firm
"Needless to say,I didn't hire them."
Said Reaves:"Where there's smoke,there's usually fire."
Trotz noted there's a 30-day waiting period to contact an accident victim.
"And then you can send them a letter," he said."But you're not supposed to get
the accident report.
"We've heard offolks appearing at the accident scene. Maybe they got it from
the police scanner. Or you hear ofsomebody in a hospital that an attorney
pays offto send them cases.
"They're finding people at their most vulnerable," Trotz added."And they may
offer money and Iawyers can't loan money.That's illegal."
Said Manis:"We've had cases taken right out from under us. You've got to lock
down a case or somebody will steal it from you."
Catching the unscrupulous operators,Trotz says,is difficult:"Theyve got
burner phones and it's almost impossible to do something about it."
Perhaps the TBI investigation will change things.
Reaves doesn't understand why authorities have not been able to make some
progress with the problem.
"If you can find one person selling dope in North Memphis," he

said,"why
can't you stop this, which has been going on forever? Just have a sting

operation."

ttps://dallymemphian.com/subscriber/section/metro/article/21628/memphis-personal
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It's a living
Given that his dad founded the Daniel Law Firm more than 50 years ago, Ben
Daniel does not see a need to change his stance on advertising.
"My experience is, if we take care ofour clients and do a good job, they'll refer
four or five people: he said."well have all the business we can handle."
Accidents will continue to happen.
People will continue to need representation.
"You never know when you're gonna get in a car accident and need a personal
injury attorney:said Reaves, who previously worked as a lawyer for a big
insurance company."I learned their tricks. I learned their tactics: he says in
one of his ads.
"Injury lawyers provide an essential service and the fact that they get a cut of
the total reward makes sense, provides incentive: Mulroy said.
("To make a living, they may feel like they have to advertise: he said."Some of
the ads would be ads I wouldn't run ..."
But advertising is a subjective business.
One person laughs at the Car Wreck Cowboy and another person recoils.
COVID-19 jail lawsuit dismissed after both sides reach settlement

One person likes it that she has unintentionally memorized the jingle to call
683-7-0-0-0, and it leaves someone else annoyed.
James Curry, the personal injury lawyer who decades ago sold those Yellow
Pages ads,sometimes asks himself if he would jump the into the big-money
TV advertising pool if he had that kind of budget.
He says he doubts he would. But,in full disclosure, if his practice started to
struggle and he was considering alternatives, then maybe James Curry would
wind up on TV and saying,"no recovery, no fee."
"Ifrm not practicing law:he said with a laugh,I'm selling cars on Summer
https://dailymemphian.com/subscriber/sectionimetroiarticle/21628/memphis-personal-injury-lawyers-trotz-reaves-montesi-morgan
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Don Wade
Don Wade has been a Memphis journalist since 1998 and he has won awards for
both his sports and news/feature writing. He is originally from Kansas City and is
married with three sons.
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